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I hope you like our 1989 catalogue. We are always trying to improve the
layout and accuracy of descriptions so you may well find that some
things have been moved. Do not despair, they are there somewhere. We
have again managed to find some exciting additions and also increase
the number of pictures which I know from your letters is much
appreciated.
As you will see the name on the front has changed but our aim of
supplying quality bulbs of new and old varieties remains the same. Now
that the stocks have acclimatised to the cold east winds here in
Lincolnshire we are getting much better yields and I feel better quality.
This has enabled us to keep price rises to a minimum and in some cases
we have even managed to lower prices.
I must admit I am not entirely sorry to see the end of 1988. The year
started well with some very successful shows at the R.H.S. Halls and a Large Gold Medal for both
our daffodil and lily stands at Harrogate. Then ten days before Chelsea our cold store broke down
so that we lost many of the earlier varieties that we had been holding and of course the quality of
the others suffered. Then in September just as we began to despatch our orders the post strike
began. Although it only lasted two weeks it severely disrupted the business. Not only were we
unable to comply with requests for specific delivery dates but it also seems that more parcels
than usual went missing and so I must apologise to customers who were disappointed as a result.
1989 has started remarkably mild and dry so I hope that it is an omen for things to come. I hope
your garden gives you much pleasure in the year to come.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LILIES?
Send a S.A.E. envelope for your
FREE copy of our comprehensive
Lily Catalogue.

Stargazer

OUR 1989 DAFFODIL COLLECTIONS CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 31

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
ORDERS. All bulbs are offered subject to crop and being unsold on receipt of order. No
orders cancelled except by mutual consent. Unless orders are pre-paid invoices will be
included in the parcel and payment is due within 30 days. Overdue accounts will be
charged interest at 2% per month.
DESPATCH. Orders are despatched in rotation according to date of receipt. Despatch
commences immediately after August Bank Holiday.
POST & PACKING. This is charged according to the charges as printed in the order
form.
OVERSEAS ORDERS. Post and packing and Plant Health inspection fees are charged
at cost. All orders are despatched by air-mail unless specified otherwise.
V.A.T. All prices quoted include V.A.T at 15%. Should the rate change we reserve the
right to adjust prices accordingly.
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NEW 1989
ANN ABBOTT 3.4
2W-WWP
New pink rimmed variety that proved very popular at
shows in 1988. Very good garden variety. Grows to
about 15 inches. Good bulb producer. each £1 •
10 for £7.
2W-WWP
DAWN MIST 3.4
Nicely rounded white petals with flanged large pink
cup. Limited stock due to demand after its appearance
on Gardeners World in 1988. each £1 - 10 for £8.
1Y-Y
KILKENNY 2.3
Large uniform golden yellow flower. Well proportioned nicely overlapping petals. Useful mid-season
yellow trumpet with strong stems. each £1 10 for £7.

Ann Abbott

2Y-Y
STRINES 3-4
A good show and garden variety. A glance through the
show results for the last few years will show how
consistently good this variety is. This variety really is
the epitome of the golden daffodil. Evenly spaced and
overlapping petals crowned by a perfect cup. each £2
10 for £15.00.

Strines

2W-WWP
RAINBOW 4
A beautiful pink rimmed variety first registered by J.L.
Richardson in 1961 that has stood the test of time and
is consistently in the list of prize winners. The nicely
rounded petals have a good overlap and the cup is
equally perfect. A must for all amateur exhibitors.
each £3.50 • 5 for £12.50.
Rainbow
Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest 6 is the latest.
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NEW 1988
2YY
GIGANTIC STAR 2
This glowing golden yellow flower is aptly named.
Star shaped perianth with a corona that is almost a
trumpet. Will attract attention wherever it is seen.
Strong stems grow to about 22 inches. each 80p 10
for £5 - 50 for £20.

Gigantic Star

2WP
SARAH 3
A delicate well pointed white perianth with a soft pink
corona frilled and fluted. Strong stems making it ideal
for both garden and show use. Extremely popular
whenever we have shown it over the last two years.
each 75p • 10 for £5 • 50 for £20 • 100 for £35.
Sarah

SILVER CHIMES 5
8WW
Everytime I review the catalogue I notice an important
variety missing so I make no apologies for putting this
under our 'NEW' section this year. Up to 5 small
nodding heads per stem with white perianth and
almost cream corona. Always in the list of prize
winners and nicely scented. each 50p - 10 for £3.50 - 50
for £15.
1YY
WEE BEE 2
Another variety that has been about for several years
but has not had much exposure. A bright yellow
perianth and trumpet its classification belies its dwarf
states. A well proportioned flower ideally suited for
pot growing or rockery use. Very prolific and only
grows to 5 inches. each 60p • 10 for £4 • 50 for £17 - 100
for £30.
Wee Bee

Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest. 6 is the latest.

GREENSTAR 2
A most distinctive flower first discovered in Scotland
and hailed as the only green daffodil known. Grows
fairly short. Order early. Every grower will want this
one in their collection. each £7 • 3 for £15.

YELLOW TRUMPETS
BASTION 4 Late. Dark gold. Sturdy each 70p -10 for£5
50 for £22 - 100 for £40.
BY JOVE 2-3
Top class show flower, excellent in garden. Balance,
textural quality and deep glowing gold combine in tall
strong flower. Wide velvet petals and finished slender
trumpet. each £5 • 3 for £12.
CROCK OF GOLD 3
Fine traditional daffodil. Rich gold. Free of bloom and
increase. each 40p • 10 for £3 - 50 for £14 • 100 for £25.
FORT KNOX 3
Very fine. Of model show form, silken texture, regal
carriage and unsullied gold. Even, abundant crops.
each £10 • 3 for £25.

Greenstar

IRISH LUCK 3
Lucky in bold form, size, quality, rich colour and
vigour. each 60p -10 for £5 • 50 for £22. 100 for £40.
JOSEPH MCLEOD 2-3
Smooth mid-yellow flower with much in its favour.
Broad triangular petals held flat. Trumpets exactly
balanced with neat serrated flange. Outstandingly
strong, tall and impressive. More important kind each
season. Bargain. each 50p - 10 for £4 - 50 for £18 - 100
for £30.
LEMON CLOUD 2
Clouds of lemon appear from explosively vigorous
bulbs. Wide triangular long pointed petals at right
angles to a long narrow trumpet. Delicious cool
character often 6" or more across. each £2.50.
LIMELIGHT 3.4
Unusually lit lemony flower, the inner trumpet
becoming paler than the outside. Good form, distinct
and strong. each £2.50 • 3 for £5.
LURGAIN 2.3
Deep gold. Thick textured. Bold large trumpeted
flower. each £1 • 10 for £7.50 - 50 for £25.
MARAVAL 2
Exquisite colouring. Delicate shades of lemon. Very
ample flat perianth of broad triangular petals and
beautifully flanged trumpet. each £3.
MOONSHOT 3
One of the most perfect. Could be classed a reversed
bicolor. Painted in shades of lemon that at different
stages veer from a more or less uniform lemon to a
multi-toned design. Perfect form. Neat ample
perianth. Bold trumpet precisely serrated and gently
flanged. each £6 • 3 for £15.
WINDJAMMER 2.3
Sailing over the spring horizon with petals as wide as
a windjammer's sails and trumpet nobly flanged.
Shining sulphur lemon. each £3 • 5 for £10.

Gold Medal
1YY
GOLD MEDAL 3
At last a golden yellow trumpet suitable for all those
exposed gardens that I have heard so much about.
You can still have a host of golden daffodils after the
severest gale. A superb golden yellow trumpet larger
than most I know. Grows to about 12 inches on
exceptionally strong stems. each 80p • 10 for £5 • 50
for £20.
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RED TRUMPETS
HERO
2-3 Seedling x Brer Fox.
New departures in daffodil breeding are not overnight
happenings. Our orange red trumpet breeding has
given us some interesting flowers of which Hero is
clearly one of the best. It is a most excellent daffodil
on all counts. It grows well. Foliage and stems are
strong. Good sized flowers are held well up and have
very smooth perianths of very deep gold held at right
angles away from slender trumpets gently opened at
the mouth. These trumpets are a pleasing tangerine.
Only a few to go. each £100 - 3 for £250.
THUNDERBOLT 3
Medium sized. Smooth primrose petals. Narrow
trumpet rich tangerine. each £50 • 3 for £125.
UNCLE REMUS 2.3
Free blooming. Deep gold and rich orange. Increases
quickly. Gives well coloured seedlings. each £6 • 10 for
£40.

Hero

WHITE & YELLOW TRUMPETS
BALLYGARVEY 2-3
Broad pointed white petals, deep chrome yellow
trumpets. each £1.50 -10 for £12.50.
DESCANSO 3.4
Perfect quality white creaseless perianth of pointed
petals at right angles to slender trumpet of rich lemon
primrose. Machined to last micron of perfection. each
£7 3 for £20.
FROLIC 3
Cleanly contrasted white and rich lemon.
Punctiliously flat petals, bold trumpet. each £5.
PROLOGUE 1
Early. Good form. White and primrose. each £3.
TROUSSEAU 1.2
Tall and strong. Good white petals and primrose
trumpet sometimes taking on buffy over-tones. each
70p - 10 for £4- 50 for £15 - 100 for £25.
Prologue

YELLOW & PINK TRUMPETS
PROPHET 2
Lunar Sea x Maidens Blush.
Refined flower. Silky perianth of pale lemonade.
Slender trumpet the same pale lemonade but

becoming suffused with glow of pink. Delicate
colouring more pronounced some years than others.
Exceptionally fine. each £10.

Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest, 6 is the latest.
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REVERSED BICOLOUR TRUMPETS
BISCAYNE 3

Spellbinder seedling. Most distinct with large creamy
trumpet with a conspicuous brim of deep lemon.
Overlapping perianth of luminous sulphur lemon.
each £6.
ENTRANCEMENT 2

Refined. Soft greenish lemon, the trumpet becoming
white as it develops. Deeper in tone than Lunar Sea
and ten days earlier. Durable. each £3.
HONEYBIRD 3

Mid lemon flower of good form that has persistently
won show prizes. Tall strong stems, excellent pose.
Good reverse. each £4 • 10 for £30.
LUNER SEA 2-3

Opening all lemon, the trumpet soon becomes white
whilst the petals remain pale lemon. Robust. each £4
10 for £30.
MULATTO 1-2

An oldie, but useful for pale lemon toned flowers early
in the season. Prolific of bloom and useful
naturalised. each 60p • 10 for £5 • 50 for £20 • 100 for

Spellbinder
SPELLBINDER 2

Broad petals, noble trumpet opens biting cool greeny
lemon. Later the trumpet passes to almost pure white,
whilst like the grin of the Cheshire Cat, a sparkle of
lemon is left around the lip of the trumpet. each 50p

£35.
NAMPA 2.3

Deep lemon petals. Long trumpet only gently
expanded at mouth and strong lemon but inside
remarkably pale becoming white. Strong. each £3.

10 for £4 - 50 for £15 • 100 for £25.
CHIVALRY 3

WHITE TRUMPETS

Highly bred excellent quality white of show form. each
£4.
EMPRESS OF IRELAND 2.3

BIRTHRIGHT 2.3

Famous consistent prize winner. 5-6" flowers.
Faultless very wide circle of smooth petals behind
perfect narrow trumpet boldly flanged to make it of
noble proportions. each £4.10 for £35.

Front line square rigged character flower. Very broad
satin smooth flat perianth, narrow trumpet beautifully
flanged. Impressive size. Pristine white. each £5 • 3 for
£12.

ITS TRUE 3

Distinct and delectable. Rounded petals form
marvellous perianth. Trumpet narrow but with very
distinct expansively flanged mouth. Lovely for show
or garden. each £10 • 3 for £20.
MOUNTHOOD 2-3

Good size, well formed white and cream. 10 for £2.50 •
50 for £8 - 100 for £14.
PANACHE 3

Superlative. Glistening snowy large blooms.
Impeccable perianths and narrow trumpets most
precisely but nobly flanged. Aristocrat. each £10.
SPANISH MOON 3-4

Solid precision machined model show flower. Thick
foam white perianth at right angles to exactly
balanced and flanged trumpet. Glistening vivid white.
each £12.
TEDSTONE 2-3

Large white perianth behind well proportioned
trumpet. Vigour of plant produces heavy crops of large
blooms. each £2.50 • 10 for £20.
VIGIL 2-3

Tall stately precisely formed show white. each £2.

It's True
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YELLOW LARGE CUPS
BLESSING 3. Camelot x Daydream.
Haunting lemons and primroses delight. Sometimes
crown is a little paler than perianth. Bold rounded
form. each £6 - 3 for £15.
BREAKTHROUGH 3.4
Full moon of pale lemon behind fluted crown of
deeper lemon centred green. Highest quality. each
£10.
CAMELOT 3. Kingscourt x Ceylon.
Large robust flower of rounded form. Circular perianth
and bold crown all in glowing golden yellow. each
£2.50 - 10 for £15.
GALWAY 2
Recognised all time great. Looks like ultimate
traditional golden trumpet. Strong. A must for every
collection, for show, border or naturalising. each 40p
10 for £3 • 50 for £12 • 100 for £20.
GOLDEN AURA 3
Leading show yellow. Very rich colour. Widely
overlapping flat petals and medium sized bell crown.
Real quality. Very strong, tall and imposing. each £3
10 for £28.

Golden Aura

LEMNOS 3
Unusual. Lemony primrose perianth smoothly
groomed behind well balanced crown with much of
the same colouring but heavily suffused orange. each
80p - 10 for £6.
ST. KEVERNE 1.2
2YY
I never feel that words can do this variety justice. First
registered in 1949 it has been widely used by Barbara
Fry in her breeding work at Rosewarne because of its
resistance to basal rot. A deep golden yellow the
petals form a perfect background to its sharp trumpet
like cup. Because of its resistance to basal rot it is a
long lasting garden plant. each 50p - 10 for £3.50 • 50
for £16 - 100 for £25.
St. Keverne

YELLOW & ORANGE LARGE CUPS
BANDLEADER 2.3
Brings parade ground colour and precision to crowds
of medium sized round flowers of sparkling gold and
vivid scarlet red. Very smooth, neat cups. each 75p • 10
for £6 - 50 for £25 - 100 for £45.
BANTAM 5
Sprightly strutting extrovert dandy in brilliant garb of
gold and scarlet. Wiry stems. Only some 10-12". each
40p • 10 for £4 • 50 for £15 -100 for £25.

BEEFEATER 2
Brilliant rich yellow and orange. Wide perianth and
expanded crown. each 60p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £20.
BERMUDA 2.3
Large flowers freely produced. Broad oval petals of
rich primrose yellow, bowl of crowns of shining
orange. A very useful garden flower. Grows well. each
70p - 10 for £6 • 50 for £25 • 100 for £40 • 500 for £125.

Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest 6 is the latest.
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YELLOW & ORANGE LARGE CUPS — Continued
CORNERSTONE 5 Cathay x Royal Charm.
Late, large and lovely. Very tall strong stems carry six
pointed golden stars boldly aloft. Long triangular
petals make a broad flat plane behind the goblet
crowns of rich tangerine. Sunproof. A very useful late
show flower in this colouring and a garden plant that
should have a long future. A good stock allows the
modest price. each £4 • 10 for £25.
ESTIO PINZA 3-4
Very large decorative primrose and dark orange
flowers with conspicuously large crowns. each 70p 10
for £6 - 50 for £25 - 100 for £40.
FALSTAFF 1
Highly coloured exuberant character but in dress and
habit vastly more correct than namesake. Metallic
gold of petals beaten to exact form and highly
polished finish. Large crown very very deep sunproof
orange scarlet. each £3 -10 for £20.
FERGIE 2. Tambourine x Falstaff.
Fantastic early flower. Circle of golden petals almost
lost behind largest bowl of flaming orange red that I
have seen in a daffodil. each £5 - 10 for £45.

Craigywarren
BUSTER 2.3
Sturdy robust plant with strong golden and orange
flowers. A good yeoman daffodil. each 50p - 10 for £4
50 for £16.
CEYLON 1.2
Parchment firm golden petals at right angles to goblet
that opens dullish orange but quickly becomes
flaming scarlet. Long standing. Very neat plant. each
70p - 10 for £6 - 50 for £28 • 100 for £50.
CRAIGYWARREN 4
Distinct and robust. Large circular blooms of deep
yellow and orange red. Lovely round petals much
overlapping and neat cup like crowns. Very prolific of
bloom and increase. A bargain. each 70p • 10 for £5.50
for £20 - 100 for £35.

Fergie

FEELING LUCKY 4•5
First class Certificate 1983 awarded by RHS for its
performance as a garden plant. Gorgeous. Pointed
golden petals and unusual expanded neat crown
scalloped to give it extra character. Late and lasting.
Crowns open tangerine but get deeper each day
becoming blazing scarlet. Very neat in growth and
always in demand. each £2 • 10 for £15 - 50 for £70.
KRAKATOA 2
Tough plant and flower. Thick golden petals and large
crown of sunproof orange. Good garden plant. each
50p - 10 for £4 • 50 for £18 • 100 for £35.
Cornerstone
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YELLOW & ORANGE LARGE CUPS — Continued
PARICUTIN 4
Wide rounded petals of good yellow and very wide
spun saucers of fluorescent deep scarlet.
Outstanding colour. each £3 • 10 for £25.
SACAJAWEA 1
Tall and good size. Flat rather triangular petals and
large crown of tangerine. Always wanted as an early
garden flower. each £1.50.10 for £12.
SEALING WAX 2.3
One of the most lovely of this section. A first rate
plant. Tall and strong. Large flower with wide petals
making rounded perianths of rich gold behind neat
smallish goblet cups of deep orange red. each 80p 10
for £7 • 50 for £28.
SOLDIER BRAVE 5-6
Very late deep gold and scarlet. Medium sized brilliant
sunproof flower of a bearing that makes the military
name metaphor almost too obvious. One of our most
successful kinds. Thick smooth substance, crown
nicely flanged. each £12.
VULCAN 1
Outstanding yellow red. Beautifully groomed flowers
of firm texture, deep gold and dark scarlet. Precisely
flat perianth and good sized neat crown. An exhibitors
and gardeners flower. Always wanted. each £1.50 • 10
for £10.
WINCHESTER 2.3
Tall attractive daffodil with neatly formed blooms.
Golden petals and neat goblets of orange. each 50p
10 for £4 - 50 for £18 - 100 for £35.

Soldier Brave
LIZARD LIGHT 1-2
Sprightly early flower with rich golden rounded petals
and neat crowns of orange red more intense at brim.
Excellent in border, grass or cut. each 45p • 10 for £4
50 for £18 - 100 for £35.
MARY BOHANNON 3.4
Deep gold and red. Attractive and robust. each 50p • 10
for £4 - 50 for £18 - 100 for £30.
MISSOURI 3
Tall strong and prolific. Gives more bloom per bulb
than almost any, each flower perfectly formed. Round
glowing good perianths and wide crowns of very dark
vibrant orange red. Dramatic. each 65p 10 for £4 50
for £18 • 100 for £30.

"ALL RED"
LARGE CUPS
AM BERGATE 3-4
Flamboyant flower resulting from several generations
of breeding aimed at strong colouring. Wide crown is
rich scarlet, the petals are a glowing tangerine. A
pyromaniac in the borders, it sets the spring display
ablaze. Flowers will make a seasoned fire-eater think
twice. each £1.30 - 10 for £10 - 50 for £45.
ATTRUS 3
Large rounded flower with very broad circular petals
and neat crowns. Centre strong orange, petals a pinky
orange. Most appealing. each £3 10 for £20.

Ambergate
Note' The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period. 1 is the earliest 6 is the latest.
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YELLOW & PINK LARGE CUPS
NEW WORLD 3.4 Rose Caprice self.
We have grown a number of pastel pink and lemon
flowers. 'New World' has been named as it is an
unusual lovely flower and an outstanding plant. Tall,
strong. Boldly posed good sized blooms of pleasing
proportions, oval petals flat away from the crown that
is widely flanged. Perianths are a mid-lemon, crowns
are a similar shade but suffused a warm pink stronger
around the brim. The pink develops after opening.
Quite bewitching in all its developing manifestations.
each £15 • 3 for £35.
WIDGEON 3.4
Unusual and unusually attractive. Good sized blooms
of excellent bearing and bold form. Flat petals of
pleasing lemon sulphur and a crown of lovely shell
pink. Strong. each £6 • 10 for £50.

Widgeon

WHITE & BUFF LARGE CUPS
AMBERLIGHT 3
Very broad perianth of flat white petals and trumpet
crown attractively rolled back at mouth. Colour of
crown unusual blend of buff, pink and palest orange.
Imposing plant. each £2 • 10 for £15.
CALABAR 2
Good white perianth and large crown of pinky buff.
each 60p -10 for £6 - 50 for £25.
KLAMATH 3-4
Very strong upright plant with bold flowers white in
flat perianths and crowns opening primrose but very
quickly becoming rich warm buff. Crown like widely
flanged trumpet. each £2 • 10 for £18.
MANCHU 2
Tall and early. Well formed white petals and large
crowns of pinky buff. each 60p - 10 for £5 -50 for £22
100 for £40.
PENVOSE 3
Blue green foliage and stems. Triangular petals and
neatly flanged serrated crowns. White and rich
chrome yellow becoming warm biscuity buff. each
60p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £22.

ualabar

WHITE & PINK LARGE CUPS
pink slightly paler towards centre. Delightful. each £5
10 for £40.
ARCADY 3.4. Rainbow x Highland Wonder
A very fine daffodil clearly showing mother's
influence. Bold good sized blooms with fine perianths
of broad frosty white petals and handsome bowl
crowns painted with a broad band of dark pink around
the mouth. Strong. each £15 • 3 for £35.

ABALONE 3.4
Lovely shining white perianths of rounded petals and
wide crowns delicately painted in shades of coral and
shell pink. Connoiseurs flower. each £4.
ANNIVERSARY 3. Infatuation x Debutante
Rolls Royce perianth of polished snowy ace of spades
petals held flat behind shallow bowl crown of rosy
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WHITE & PINK LARGE
CUPS—Continued

INTERIM 3.4

Pointed petals gently recurved. Neat goblet crown of
primrose brightly margined rosy pink. Most lovely
garden plant and one of the loveliest for cutting. Neat
strong plants, tall strong stems. Naturalises.
Recommended. each 60p - 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 • 100
for £35.
L'AMOUR 4-5

One of our loveliest. Beautifully smooth flowers
produced in great profusion, petals as smooth and
pure white as one could hope for, the crowns with a
trumpet flange are a shade of pink that is without
yellow, a most pleasing warm colour veering to the
lavender side. Vive L'Amour. each £1 - 10 for £8 • 50 for
£32 - 100 for £70.
LEONAINE 3
Exquisite white perianth and neat bowl of pink that
early on has often a strong hint of lavender. Useful
breeding kind. each £1 • 10 for £8 . 50 for £35.
MELODY LANE 3-4

Almost a pink trumpet. Lovely white perianth and
trumpet crown of soft lavender pink. each £2.
MONDAINE 3.4
Arcady (page 11)

Broad triangular petals. Neat bold crowns of rich pure
pink. Quality kind. each £2 - 3 for £5.

CARO NOME 3.4

MY LADY 4. Infatuation x Debutante

Round with glistening satin petals and wide crown
just large cup proportions. Rosy pink with sometimes
lavender cast, stronger around brim. each £1.50 - 10 for

Possibly the darkest pink we grow. Very free of bloom.
Clean white petals and dramatic dark pink rather
narrow crowns. each £7 • 3 for £18.

£10.

MY MY 5

DANCING PARTNER 4.5

Character flower. Late sturdy and impressive with
rigidly flat white perianths of very amply overlapping
petals and large crowns very well flanged like
trumpets. These crowns a rich salmony pink with
sometimes a light margin around brim of flange.
Always catches the eye late in the season. each £5 • 3

Very close to Passionate but later. A fine flower and
plant. each £2.50.
DAVLYN 2.3
Striking decorative kind. Pure white perianth, somewhat pointed petals. Bold crown very strongly pointed
orangey pink especially flourescent around brim. each

for £10.

£5.
ELYSIAN 3-4

Startling pink. Bonanza of bloom appears like magic
cloud. Wide snowy petals encircle a very bold wide
crown gorgeously vivid with deep glowing pink.
Arresting colour. Much in demand. each £8.3 for £20.
FILLY 3.4

One of the new pinks bred in Holland by Van de Werld.
The white well formed petals frame the soft pink cup
which has a beautiful cerise edge to it. Very prolific
and certainly one for the future. each £1 - 10 for £6 50
for £25 • 100 for £40.
FORAY 3

Pointed white petals, long crown banded very strong
pink. each £3.
GAY MOOD 3

Good round white perianth. Bowl of lavender shaded
pink much deeper around margin. each £4.
HOLIDAY FASHION 3

Filly

Flamboyant. Large flower with fine perianth
dominated by large crown somewhat fluted and
banded a blatant dark pink. Always in demand when
seen. each £5 • 3 for £12.
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ROMANCE 3-4
Tough rounded white petals. Bold crown noticeably
scalloped and a compelling rich pink. each £5.

WHITE & PINK
LARGE CUPS—Continued

ROMAN TILE 2-3

NEW STAR 3.4

Vivid blue white petals make ample perianth behind
wide crown shaded delicate pink but margined with a
deep rich shade. each £3.50.

One of the new kinds that has happily brought top
quality to this group. A strong free blooming kind. Tall
with immaculate flowers snowy white in wide oval
petals and a very rich deep glowing salmon pink in the
broad bowl crowns. Highly polished and most lovely.

ROYAL COMMAND 3 Rose Caprice x Rose Royale.
One of our best show flowers. Large. Impeccable form

and quality. Sunlit snowfields behind bold trumpet
crown of clear rose pink. each £10.

each £6.3 for £15.

SALOME 3.4

Strong white perianth and long crown of very rich pink
margined with chrome yellow. Always a centre of
attention when seen. each 70p • 10 for £5.50 for £22.
SALMON TROUT 3

Excellent perianth and well balanced longish crown of
rich salmon pink. Crown nicely opened at mouth. each
£1 -10 for £8 • 50 for £35.
SATEEN 1-2

Early white petalled flower with trumpet-crown
painted in subtle shades, sometimes pale primrose,
sometimes buffy pink, but fading to near white whilst
retaining a frill of buffy pink around brim. each £2.50
3 for £6.

Passionale

PASSIONALE 3.4

We knew when we introduced this marvellous plant
that we had a winner in our hands, but I do not think
we realised just how it was going to dominate pink
daffodil trading and showing. It won all possible
awards in a very short time including First Class
Certificates for both show and garden use. Bulbs have
gone to all parts of the globe where daffodils are
grown.
An abundance of immaculate finely textured
blooms snowy white and shining rosy pink. Any bloom
would grace a show bench. Extraordinary grower and
increaser. If you have room only for one pink in the
garden, Passionale is the one. We have a very fine
stock. each 70p • 10 for £5 • 50 for £22 • 100 for £40 • 500

She
SHE 3.4

A compliment to the female of the species! Engaging
flower with neat clean perianth of broad ace of spades
petals and a neat richly painted pink cup. Consistent
show and garden flower. An exemplary all round
character and one we expect to hear more and more of
as the years pass. each £4 - 3 for £10 -10 for £30.

for £175.
PINK GIN 3

Sprightly plant. Brightly contrasted white and pink
blooms. each £2.50 • 3 for £6.
PINK MONARCH 3

Spectacular pink close to trumpet proportions. Good
petals, trumpet crowns of rosy pink. each £2.50 3 for

TANGENT 3

Most lovely flower with one of the whitest and most
perfect of perianths and with neat crowns of lavender
pink stronger around the brim. All vividly crystalline.
We aim to build up a big stock of Tangent, a plan that
is going well as it grows strongly. each £8 - 10 for £60.

£6.
RADIATION 3.4

Smooth flower. Good white perianths and longish
trumpet crowns of a soft lavender pink. each £2.
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WHITE & PINK LARGE
CUPS—Continued
TESTAMENT
The white and pink breeders have been striving for in a
large flower of unusual perfection of form and quality.
Excellent pose, form and texture. each £20.
YES PLEASE 3
One of our most successful kinds. Glorious deep pink.
Very white pointed petals inclined to lean a little
backwards giving a distinct character and making
much of the vivid pink of the bold crown. Difficult to
keep up with demand despite being one of our best
growers. each £6 - 10 for £40.

Salome (page 13)

WHITE & ORANGE LARGE CUPS
ANTHEA,3
One of the finest of the Kilworth x Arbar series. Tall
very imposing round flower of exquisite crystalline
quality, broad in satiny petals and with flared saucer
crown about 2" across. Crowns usually centred bright
g,old and then painted orange red that becomes very
intense at the edge. High class. each £2 - 10 for £18 -50
for £75.
ARBAR 3
Thick firm ivory petals and shallow crown of deep
apricot tangerine. Strong. each 60p • 10 for £5 • 50 for
£22.

Royal Orange (page 15)
COVERACK PERFECTION 2.3
Unlike any of this group. Tall with quite large blooms.
Petals oval. Crowns are wide, bowls of a ware that
makes its impression by the delicate blending of
glazes. centres with a hint of green that gives way to
lemon delicately painted at the brim with pinky
orange. each 60p • 10 for £5 • 50 for £22.
DYNAMITE 3
Large flower with wide smooth cream petals and a
very wide crown of solid glowing orange. A most
impressive flower cut or in the garden. each £1 • 10 for
£9 50 for £40.
Dynamite
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WHITE & ORANGE
LARGE CUPS - Continued
KILWORTH 4-5
Cornerstone of breeding of this group. A fine kind with
broad white petals and a bowl crown of extra deep
orange red. Reliable. Naturalises. each 50p - 10 for £4
50 for £18 100 for £35.
LANDMARK 2.3

Good early kind. Wide perianth. Almost flat disc
crown of strong orange. each £1.50 - 10 for £10.
ROYAL ORANGE 3-4

Extravagant extrovert with wide white petals and very,
very broad crown of molten scarlet. Bold, brash and
beautiful. each 85p • 10 for £7 - 50 for £30.
RUBY TAIL 3-4

Ample perianths of polished snowy white held flat
behind wide bowls of vivid flaming red. Scintilating in
garden or cut. each £2 • 10 for £15 - 50 for £65.
STROMBOLI 3-4

A couple of days earlier than Ruby Tail. Striking with
wide perianth and extensive crater crown of volcanic
deep orange. each £2 • 10 for £15.

Ruby Tail

ULTIMUS 5-6

VICTORY 3-4 Kilworth x Arbar.
Imposing show or garden kind. Smooth rounded pure
white petals and bowl crown of dark orange red
centred with touch of green. each £4 • 3 for £10.

Tall large flower. Widespread perianth of ivory held
away from flared not too large crown of orange. each
80p 10 for £7 50 for £32 100 for £60.

WHITE & YELLOW LARGE CUPS
BIZERTA 2.3

BODILLY 1.2

No mean show flower and a fine garden plant. Thick
snow white petals make a broad double triangle
perianth. Rather straight sided bold crown of deep
glowing yellow only a hint or so behind orange status.

Useful early flower with good perianths and bold
crowns of rich primrose. each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50 for

each 60p 10 for £5 50 for £22.

I have watched this variety over the last few years with
increasing admiration. It is, I feel, one of the best
show flowers ever and is already being mentioned in
despatches. It's long yellow trumpet contrasted
against the pristine white petals gives one the
impression of being moulded in wax. In the garden or
on the show bench it stands to attention like a solider.

£18 • 100 for £35.
BRAVOURE 3

each £1.50 - 10 for £12 - 50 for £50.
BRUNSWICK 1.2

Old-timer but still one of the best garden plants and
exceptionally fine naturalised where the healthy blue
green foliage and stems complement the pure white
of the triangular petals and the bright lemon of the
crowns. A suggestion of grey or blue in base of
crowns. each 40p • 10 for £3.50 • 50 for £16 - 100 for £30.
CORBRIDGE 3

Green Island seedling. Powerful plant with crowds of
show flowers. Thick shining white petals reflexed just
slightly to give the flower extra boldness. Crown
primrose lemon, the edge a shade of two deeper. Tall
and strong. One of our best kinds. each £2 • 10 for £15
50 for £70.
Bravoure
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WHITE & YELLOW LARGE CUPS — Continued
FAVOURITE 5
Late. Double triangle of pure white. Neat wide crowns
rich primrose. each £1 -10 for £8 • 50 for £36.
FESTIVITY 2-3

Impeccable show flower. Thick white petals held flat
away from well balanced crown of very deep gold.
Excellent for show or garden. each £2.50.
FLYING SAUCER 2

Wide white perianth, widespun saucer of citron and
tangerine. each £1.50.
ICE FOLLIES 1

Immensely popular. Ridiculously free of bloom and
increase. Fountains of buds followed by a flood of
large blooms. Broad white stars with very wide flared
saucer crowns. Opening lemon primrose and then
fades to cream. Especially welcome as it is so early,
so easy, so adaptable for borders, pots, grass. 10 for
£2 - 50 for £7 - 100 for £12 - 500 for £45 • 1000 for £80.
JOY 3-4
Seedling x Debutante

Smooth as polished marble. Flat oval petals at right
angles to longish crown but gently expanded at
mouth. Snow white and rich primrose. Tall imperial
bearing. each £5.

Ice Follies

JUBILATION 2.3
Linn x Green Island.

ORATORIA 2.3
Polindra x Green Island

Strong tall plant with distinct large blooms. Generous
perianths and much expanded crowns opening light
lemon but becoming suffused with a warm buff. each

Each bulb a population explosion. Large full moons of
pure white behind bold bowls shaded lemon but
deeper around lightly deckled margin. each £2 • 10 for

£1.50 • 10 for £10.
NEW SONG 4
Green Island x Chinese White

£15 - 50 for £70.
POLINDRA 3

Spectacular with very broad overlapping petals
making a complete circle. Wide flared saucer centred
green then shaded to whispered lemon with a darker
rim. Sometimes with hints of buff. A real quality
flower. each £1.50 • 10 for £12.

Bold. Clean white and lemon yellow. Strong and tidy.
Naturalises. each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50 for £18 • 100 for
£30.
RELIANCE 3-4

Broad white background to flanged crown of deep
primrose. Reliable. each £1 -10 for £8 • 50 for £35.
STADIUM 2-3

What a whopper! Broad white petals almost lost
behind huge expanded crown that blares its deep
golden message to all. Easy and extrovert. each 80p
10 for £6 • 50 for £25 • 100 for £40.
STATUE 3-4

Very tall impressive kind with long oval petals making
fine wide star. Neat crowns of rich primrose lemon.
Excellent in garden or cut. each £1 - 10 for £7 - 50 for
£30 - 100 for £50.
TUDOR MINSTREL 3

Famous. Consistent prize winner for decades. Large.
Very smooth shining petals. Strongly contrasted deep
chrome yellow wide bowl crowns. each 60p • 10 for £5
50 for £17 • 100 for £30.
WOODGREEN 1

Very early Brunswick seedling. Quality satiny
perianth, longish crowns of primrose. each £3 • 5 for
£12.
Polindra
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RIMMED LARGE CUPS
DANCER 3
Has been widely admired by visitors to our seedling
beds and when shown. Circular flowers of white satin
and widespun almost flat crowns of palest primrose
but centred with a touch of green and banded at the
edge with a bright but soft pinky orange. each £15.
RINGLEADER 3
Has the same gentle frank appeal as all rimmed
flowers but its size and quality demand attention.
Each pristine bloom perfectly formed with widespread satin petals and an almost flat disc of citron
centred green and neatly edged with a ribbon of pinky
orange. Conjures up a mass of flowers. each £3 - 10 for
£25 • 50 for £120.
ROCOCO 3.4
Ample white petals and wide bowls of warm buffy
apricot yellow. Strong and large. each £1 - 10 for £8 - 50
for £35 • 100 for £60.
Ringleader

REVERSE BICOLOUR LARGE CUPS
AMBERGLOW 3
Distinguished by excellent form, strength, the rich
uniform lemon that is slightly lighter through the bold
trumpet crown that for much of its life is flushed
amber. Lovely quality flower. each £5 • 3 for £10.
BETHANY 3
Close to Daydream in form but a day or so earlier and a
half tone lighter. Reckoned by some the best of this
type. Crown reverses to white. each £4.
BINKIE 3
Popular lemon that opens with darker crown but ends
with lemon petals and bowl near pure white. Strong
plant. Excellent naturalised. each 60p - 10 for £4 • 50
for £18 - 100 for £35.
CHARTER 2.3-4
Parchment firm petals at right angles to longish
crown. Shines lemon. The initially darker crown soon
becomes white, whilst the petals stay lemon. Tall and
bold. One of the most durable of flowers. Recognised
as a leading daffodil. First Class Certificate Wisley.
each £1.50 • 10 for £12 - 50 for £50 • 100 for £90.

Binkie
DAYDREAM 3.4
Most successful show kind, marvellous in garden.
Rich biting lemon in flat broad rounded perianths.
Bold trumpet crown rapidly much paler and ends
snowy white. each £2 10 for £15 - 50 for £65 100 for
£115.

CLOUD NINE 5
Quickstep x Daydream.
Beautiful little flower with smooth pointed petals of
dark lemon and goblet cups that soon become white.
Increases quickly. 9". each £5.
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REVERSE BICOLOUR LARGE CUPS — Continued
GREEN GOLD 3-4
Playboy x Daydream
One of the greenist of all. Vivid rich colour but also
worth having for its immaculate form. Thick perianth
in classic mould. Crown chaste but neatly flanged and
becomes paler. each £9 • 10 for £70.
GREEN RIVAL 3
Strong plant with large flowers. Broad triangular
petals and large rather straight sided crowns. A good
reverse develops after a day or two. Very rich greenish
lemon. each 80p 10 for £7 • 50 for £30.
HALOLIGHT 3.4
Sister to Daydream but taller and quite different with
longer oval petals and more slender crown soon
becoming white. Halo of white where petals join
crown. each £5 • 3 for £12.
PASTORALE 3.4
Very prolific medium sized flower in cool lemon tones.
Sturdy and very free flowering. Smooth petals and
goblet crowns. each 70p - 10 for £6 • 50 for £25.
ST. PATRICKS DAY 3
A remarkable new kind which has met with instant
success. Quite distinct from the remainder of this
section. Broad round petals form excellent perianth
behind a widely flared and fluted saucer crown that
quickly makes the most of its very ample width to
reverse. Very eye catching and large (please order
early). each 80p • 10 for £6 • 50 for £20 - 100 for £35 • 500
for £150.

St. Patrick's Day

WHITE LARGE CUPS
BLUE BIRD 3-4
A remarkable flower with smooth oval petals and well
balanced large bowl crown all a dazzling white, quite
the whitest of this section, giving suggestions of blue.
Strong very free flowing plant. each £5 • 3 for £10.
CHIG 4-5
Homage seedling. Pure white polished marble for the
perianth. A shallow fluted saucer crown centred
green. Clean cut and very pleasing. Awarded
Preliminary Commendation as a show flower. each £8
3 for £20.
CRINOLINE 2.3
Drawn on grand scale. Hugely wide petals back a
flared trumpet crown that inevitably draws the
admiration of visitors. each £3 - 10 for £25.
GOOD MEASURE 3
Superb show and garden kind earns its name by the
very generous width of the overlapping round petals
ironed to parade ground smartness. Neat chaste
crown. Some cream to crown but soon all sparkling
white. each £4 • 10 for £35.

Good Measure

Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest 6 is the latest.
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WHITE LARGE CUPS—Continued
HOMAGE 2-3
Great moons float high over foliage. Shallow crowns
opening cream quickly become white. Strong. each £3
3 for £7.50.
JOHN OF SALISBURY 3

Tall imposing character. High quality rounded
perianth and a neat goblet crown opening with a touch
of cream around the brim. Soon all white. A very fine
daffodil. each £6 • 3 for £15.
NUAGE 2-3

Tall, well formed. flat white petals and milk white bold
crown. Good garden plant, useful naturalised. each
60p - 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 - 100 for £35.
SNOWDREAM 1

Valuable early white of show form. each £3.
WORCESTER 2.3

Bold flower. Ace of spades petals held flat or marginally reflexed from noble crown finished with an even
serration. Crown opens with hint of primrose but all is
soon crystalline snow white. Strong. each £4 • 10 for

Even dine

£30 - 50 for £100.
TIBET 2-3

Huge blooms very wide perianths and massive
trumpet crowns with nobly flanged and serrated brim.
Scented. Very strong. Demands attention. each 70p

2W
EVENDINE
4 Pontresina selfed.
We have watched this seedling for the past few years

10 for £6 • 50 for £28 • 100 for £50.
WINFRITH 3

Icy white triangular petals and neatly fluted crown of
vivid white with dark base. Of modest demeanour in
bud but a beauty capable of winning in strong show
competition. each £1.50. 10 for £12.

hardly daring to hope it would remain as consistently
good as in fact it has. A most lovely smooth flower
with flawless perianth of firm white petals and a
crown spun almost flat on to the petals. Just a touch
of colour in the young flowers especially around the
brim, a soft yellow but soon all is virtually white.
Strong stems. A most lovely leading show flower and
a fine garden plant. each £12.3 for £30.

VILNA 2.3
Tall attractive flower with triangular petals and neatly

flanged crown. Snow white petals and crown milk
white. Free flowering. each 60p • 10 for £6 - 50 for £28.

SMALL CUP, COLOURED PETALS
ALTRUIST 3-4
Small dark red cup surrounded by an immaculate
perianth of pinky orange roughed petals. Highly
polished. Most distinct. each £4 • 3 for £10.

BIRMA 2.3
Tall and prolific. Oval petals held well back from
goblets of deep orange red. each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50 for

BEIGE BEAUTY 3.4
Green Island x Chinese White.

OAKWOOD 5-6

£15 • 100 for £25 500 for £100.

Latest yellow by far. Neat little flower of good quality.
Round overlapping petals and neat cup. Usually a
uniform mid yellow, but cup may be a half shade
deeper and some seasons show a little orange around
brim. each £4 • 10 for £30.

Sister to Aircastle. Crystalline quality in rounded
perianth of circular petals. Cup lightly fluted and
almost flat on perianth. Unusual uniform lemon beige.
each £2.50 - 3 for £6.
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RIMMED SMALL CUPS
BITHYNIA 3

Very round flower of sparkling quality. Wide shallow
cup of palest lemonade rimmed primrose. Impressive
for show or garden. each £2.50.
CLOCKFACE 6

Tall with large round white flowers centred by flat disc
of gold widely margined crimson. Scarce. each £2.50
3 for £6.
EMINENT 3-4
Green Island x Bithynia.

Exceptional quality. Thick polished petals perhaps
reflexing just half a degree from neat bowl centred_
green in throat then shaded lemon and banded rich
lemon around margin. Top class. each £3.10 for £20.
LICHFIELD 3.4

Thick textured neat blooms with clean cut perianths
and precise cups of cream rimmed pinky orange. each
£2 • 10 for £17.50.
REDSTART 3-4

Excellent white perianths glistening and sometimes
with a slight backwards tilt. Wide shallow cups lipsticked pinky red. each £2.50 • 3 for £6.

Eminent

PINK RIMMED SMALL CUPS
AUDUBON 3-4

GOSSAMER 3

I have always admired this flower and think it happily
named as I also love looking at the beautiful Audubon
paintings of American birds. Intensely white perianth
held immaculately flat as foil for the neatly flared cup
of pale primrose banded dark coral pink. each £3.50 •

Very prolific with slightly reflexed petals and neat
cups of lemon margined bright pink. Lovely in garden
or cut. each £3.10 for £20.

10 for £25.

WHITE & YELLOW SMALL CUPS
HAMOON 3

Very large flower. Immaculate circular perianth and
shallow wide cup of lemon more heavily painted
around brim. each £1.50 • 10 for £14.50 for £50.
LAST WORDS 6
Portrush x Cantabile.

Precise jewel of a flower. Vivid white pointed petals
and small cup of primrose centred green when newly
opened. Very, very late. Good bulb and plant. each £15
3 for £40.
PURBECK 3.4

One of the most consistent of show winners. Tall
stems carry perfect blooms with broad smooth pure
white petals and neat cups broadly banded with pink
orange. Strong. each £7.
RIDING MILL 4

Pure white circle around neat shallow crown rimmed
golden tangerine. each £2.
Hamoon
Note: The number following the daffodil name indicates flowering period, 1 is the earliest 6 is the latest.
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WHITE SMALL CUPS
ivory petals and neat cups centred dark green. We
expect this to be a runaway best seller at Chelsea this
year. each 80p • 10 for £7 • 50 for £32 • 100 for £60.

CRYSTAL RIVER 4

Very high quality. Rounded flat perianth and nearly
flat crown distinctly crimped at brim. Suggestion of
cream in crown soon disappears. each £5.

SILVER PRINCESS 5

This variety proved so popular that we have had to
withdraw it for increase.

CUSHENDALL 5.6

Very late. Small round pure white flowers with neat
little cups half filled with green. Scarce. each £2 - 10

TRANQUIL MORN 4

for £18.

Must on occasion be large cupped, but whatever
classification a quite lovely thing. Very fine rounded
perianths behind a wide almost geometrically flat disc
in white. Satiny smooth. each £2.50.

LOVABLE 4-5
Green Island x Chinese White

Precision built flower. Sparkling frosty perianth
completely flat and at right angles to neat small cup
that has very clean cut look. each £3 • 10 for £25.

WHITBOURNE 5

Perfect medium sized dandy exquisite in tailored
white perianth and neat small cup of green and gold
finished with red trim. each £1.50

PORTRUSH 5-6

Welcome addition to our listings. Very late with thick

WHITE & ORANGE SMALL CUPS
AMOR 3-4

ARTILLERY 3-4

Huge round flower with wide cream petals and much
expanded shallow crown of rich primrose shaded and
broadly banded strong orange red. Robust. each 75p
10 for £7 50 for £30 100 for £50.

Brilliant. Up to 5" across. Snow white petals behind
neat fluted cups of deep orange red. each £3.
BLARNEY 3

Distinct favourite. Pointed white satin petals from
double triangle background for completely flat disc of
glowing salmon apricot. Always attracts attention.
each 60p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 • 100 for £35.
BULLSEYE 4.5

Particularly brilliant round flower on tall strong stems.
Satin smooth snow white circle around small eye of
vivid crimson scarlet. each £5.
KILDRUM 4.5

Excellent perianths of wide snowy petals behind wide
eye of deep crimson. A most lovely flower in the
garden or cut. Naturalises. A bargain. each 80p • 10 for
£7 • 50 for £32 100 for £60.
LIMERICK 3

Brilliant jewel. Pointed white perianth. Ruby centre.
Tall, free blooming. Naturalises well. Fine garden
plant. each 80p • 10 for £7 • 50 for £32. 100 for £60.
ROB ROY 3
Kilworth x Signal Light.

One of finest. Deep cherry red neat goblet cup made
more telling by wide pure white perianth. Tall and
strong. each U.

Rob Roy

WHITE & YELLOW DOUBLES
DUET 3

GOLLY 4

A remarkable newcomer. Large and very well formed.
A rival to Unique in quality and size but the colour of
its yellow segments is considerably richer and in
consequence it is a very telling flower on the show
bench or in the garden. Tall strong stems. Good bulb.

Large with triangular petals all silken smooth and
neatly formed. Intermingled inner segments of rich
yellow bordering on tangerine. each £4 3 for £10.

each £2 • 10 for £18 • 50 for £75.
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WHITE & YELLOW DOUBLES — Continued
HEARTS DESIRE 4
One of the most perfect. Round flowers of white and
bright yellow petals neatly arranged. Sturdy strong
plant. each £7 - 3 for £16.
HOPE 3.4
A fine flower which is noticeable mixed with others of
this group by virtue of the whiteness of its petals. A
rounded well formed flower in snow white and bright
gold. Scarce. each £9 - 3 for £20.
4WY
ICE KING 1
A new white and yellow double that will rapidly
become established as the leader in its field both for
amateurs and commercial growers. A sport of Ice
Follies, it is just as free flowering and prolific. One of
the earliest doubles available yet easy to grow. each
£1.50 • 10 for £10.
IRENE COPELAND 2.3
Oldie. Duster head of mixed white and primrose
feathers. each 45p -10 for £4 - 50 for £17 • 100 for £30.
WHITE LION 3
Good white petals form wide perianth behind inter.
mingled inner segments of white and rich buffy yellow
that fades to primrose with age. Strong and prolific.
10 for £2 • 50 for £8 - 100 for £15 • 500 for £65.

Unique
UNIQUE 3.4
First Class Certificate flower. Large well formed white
and yellow double. Strong and reliable. each 90p • 10
for £7 • 50 for £32 100 for £60.

YELLOW & ORANGE DOUBLES
TAHITI 2
A show stopping variety. Always in the awards table.
Large rounded blooms of rich gold and orange red.
Strong stems. Bold pose. Excellent vase life. each 90p
10 for £8 • 50 for £36 • 100 for £60.

APOTHEOSE 2.3
Large showy well formed doubles in bright gold and
tangerine. Pointed petals. Very strong. One of our
most popular flowers. each £t • 10 for £7 - 50 for £30
-100 for £55.
MERRYMAKER 4
Neatly formed flower with intermixed segments of
rich gold and glowing orange. each £2 • 10 for £15.
Tahiti
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YELLOW DOUBLES
GOLDEN DUCAT 2
Large well formed double with layers of shining
uniform mid yellow petals. each 30p • 10 for £2 • 50 for

DICK WILDEN 2

Very useful early double that arrived as a mutation
from Carlton and has that plant's easy nature. Broad
perianth of primrose and doubled centre of slightly
richer shades. each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50 for £18 - 100 for

£9 • 100 for £17 • 500 for £65.

£35.

WHITE DOUBLES
SWANSDOWN 3
Round white petals make circular perianth. Wide bowl
crown filled with swansdown segments. Unusual and
popular. Neat plant. each 80p • 10 for £7 - 50 for £30.

CAN DIDA 3

A leading white First Class Certificate flower with
rounded blooms. Fine smooth outer snowy petals,
inner petals snow white or pale cream. Tall on stiff
stems. Leading show and garden kind. each £3 - 10 for

WHITE MARVEL 3.4

£25.

Sturdy with very large flowers with distinctive pointed
petals. Excellent garden kind, also naturalises well.

The unusual mutant from the triandrus Tresamble.
Like its parent has usually two or three blooms to a
stem with slightly pendant pose, but unlike its parent
the cups filled with fluffy petals. Very popular. each

each 90p • 10 for £7.

50p • 10 for £4 - 50 for £18 • 100 for £35 • 500 for £150.

MRS WM COPELAND 4

WHITE & PINK
DOUBLES
PETIT FOUR 3
White perianth behind a trumpet crown of pink more
or less filled with pink petals. Eye catching. each
£1.75 - 10 for £16 - 50 for £75 - 100 for £140.

WHITE & ORANGE
DOUBLES
ACCLAMATION 3.4

Thick round flowers on tall poker stems. Snowy white
contrasting with inner petals of dark red. each £10.
Petit Four

ACROPOLIS 4
Outstanding large show and garden double. Perfectly
formed with broad white petals and intermingled inner
segments of orange red. each £2 • 10 for £18 50 for
£75.

WHITE & RED
DOUBLES

LIONHEART 4
Unusual large flower with broad pointed white outer
petals and neatly arranged inner ones, some white,
some rich apricot shade. each £8 • 3 for £20.

Old but still useful as late very sweet scented kind.
Rounded petals and deep red inner shorter segments.

REVIVAL 4
4WR
Gaytime x Rockall
This noteworthy newcomer was given its name by one
of our customers. The tall boldly posed flowers are
vividly snow white and orange red. Silken texture in
one of the best formed doubles with broad triangular
petals. An ideal show and garden flower. Strong bulbs.

each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50 for £18 • 100 for £35.

each £15.

MARY COPELAND 5
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TRIANDRUS
APRIL TEARS 4-5

Dwarf with several pendant bells from which long
petals reflex. Lemon sulphur with bells slightly paler.
6". each 50p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 • 100 for £35.
ARISH MELL 3.4

Most lovely snow white with up to five blooms on a
stem. Smooth satiny reflexing petals and neat cups.
16". Best white triandrus. each k6.
HAWERA 3-4

Dwarf like April Tears with several hanging cups and
reflexed oval petals. Lemon yellow. 6". each 35p • 10
for £2.50 - 50 for £11 • 100 for £20.

THOUGHTFUL 3

Distinct kind. Usually two flowers to stem with
reflexed petals and widely expanded crowns. A lemon
primrose. Scarce. each £4.
TRESAMBLE 3

Tall strong kind with two or three well formed flowers
to a stem, quite broad petals gently reflexed, cups of
cream. each 45p - 10 for £4 • 50 for £16 - 100 for £30.
TUESDAYS CHILD 3.4

"Tuesdays Child is full of grace". Outstanding with
gently swept back wide white wings that carry aloft
the crowns of bright sulphur primrose. Usually two or
three to a stem. each £5 • 10 for £45.

LIBERTY BELLS 4

WHISPER 2

Up to three hanging flowers of deep lemon, petals
reflexed from the long cups. Lasts well. 15". each 45p

From mixed poeticus, cyclamineus, triandrus and
trumpet parentage arrives this graceful quiet toned
beauty. Delicate smooth texture in pointed narrow
petals at right angles to equally smooth long trumpet.
Opens with pale primrose petals and darker trumpet,
but fades to no less attractive milk white and lemon.
12". In demand. each £1.50 • 10 for £12 • 50 for £50.

10 for £3.50 - 50 for £15 - 100 for £25.
THALIA 3

Old trusted kind with sharply reflexed narrow petals
and nodding cups all in pure white. 12". each 45p - 10
for £3.50 • 50 for £15 - 100 for £25.

CYCLAMINEUS

BERYL 2
A welcome return to our list for this dainty and ever
popular variety. Primrose petals swept back like
blonde hair blowing in the wind surround an orange
cup. Very prolific bulb producer. each 60p • 10 for £4 •
50 for £17.
BARTLEY 1

Improvement on Peeping Tom. Long reflexed petals
and long trumpets with serrated flanges. Opens early
and threatens to be a permanent feature. each 80p • 10
for £6- 50 for £25 • 100 for £40.
CHARITY MAY 2

Swept back perianth to soft yellow petals. Waisted
cup gently frilled and expanded at mouth. Naturalises.
each 60p • 10 for £5 • 50 for £20.
DOVE WINGS 2-3

Smooth white ovals petals reflexing from slender
primrose crown. each 70p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 - 100
for £35.
FEBRUARY GOLD 1.2
Alliance

Slightly reflexed petals of gold, longish crowns half a
shade deeper. Excellent in pots, borders, or natural.
ised. each 35p • 10 for £2.50 • 50 for £11 • 100 for £20

ALLIANCE 2

FEBRUARY SILVER 2

Unites all qualities looked for in a cyclamineus. Early
and extraordinary lasting. Characteristically swept
back perianth. Neat goblet crown of steely firmness
and satin smoothness. Bold. Upright. Deep gold.
Obviously a leading kind for many years. each £10.

White and primrose counterpart to February Gold but
just slightly larger. each 60p - 10 for £5 - 50 for £14. 100

500 for £70 • 1000 for £120.

for £27 • 500 for £125.
FOUNDLING 3-4

Pink crowned cyclamineus with broad white petals
nicely recurved and acting as an excellent foil for the
short crown which is a deep rose. Very popular and
good on the show bench. each £7.50 3 for £15.

BABY DOLL 2

Firm golden kind with reflexed petals and trumpet. 9".
each 80p 10 for £5 50 for £20.
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CYCLAMINEUS — Continued
JACK SNIPE 2

PUPPY 1.2

Spritely little bicolor with long pointed petals and neat
cups of dark yellow. For pots, borders, rock garden or
in grass, each 60p • 10 for £3.50.50 for £15.

A real cyclamineus character. Glowing golden blooms
with long narrow trumpets neatly serrated and opened
at the brim. The petals are long and pointed; they are
held at right angles or just slightly reflexed. Each
petal is very evenly and attractively twisted. A very
pleasing happy Puppy. 10". each £10 - 3 for £25.

JETFIRE 2

Reflexed oval golden petals and trumpet crown of rich
dark tangerine. each £7.

RADICAL 1.2

JENNY 2-3

The Peeping Tom - Bartley design redrawn with more
generous proportions and modelled out of richer
cloths. Not too tall, although stems lengthen during
the weeks the blooms last. Broad reflexed petals and
beautifully flanged and serrated narrow trumpets.
Deep gold. each £7.

Long pointed petals swing back from slender
trumpets. Satiny smooth. Opens as a pale bicolor but
becomes all white. Lovely plant. 9". each 60p - 10 for
£4- 50 for £17 • 100 for £30.
KITTEN 3.4

Unusual with reflexed oval petals and wide shallow
crown of rich orange. each £10.

SATELLITE 1-2

Sprightly gold and orange flower with swept back
petals and long goblet crown. Fast increaser. each £4.

LITTLE WITCH 1-2

Narrow swept back petals and narrow crown. Rich
yellow. 8". each 60p • 10 for £5 - 50 for £20 - 100 for £35.

TETE-A-TETE 1-2-3

Outstanding dwarf. Used extensively as pot/bowl/
window box plant, and wonderful in border, rock
garden or grass. 1, 2, or sometimes 3 flowers to 4-6"
stems. Oval yellow petals and long crown a shade
darker. Rapid increaser. each 45p • 10 for £3 - 50 for £12

MARCH SUNSHINE 2
Spry little flower with long reflexed petals and slender
fluted goblets. Free blooming. each 50p • 10 for £4 • 50
for £18 • 100 for £30.
PEEPING TOM 1

100 for £22 - 500 for £100.

Along with February Gold this must be the best known
of all cyclamineus daffodils. Well reflexed petals with
a very long narrow golden trumpet. Very good for
naturalising. each 40p • 10 for £3.50 for £12.50.

TOBY 1.2-3

Surely the best bicolor cyclamineus yet. Stands 8-9"
with distinctive attractive flowers in great quantities.
Beautiful perianth neatly and just gently reflexed, long
trumpet opening bright primrose becomes creamy
buff with age. each £8.10 for £75.

JONQUILS
BELLSONG 4.5
(Wild Rose x Interim) x jonquilla

Perfectly flat perianth opening buffy lemon with a hint
of pink near base but becoming ivory white. Neat
crowns of bright pink. Two or three to a stem. Free
growing and flowering. each £5.
BOBBYSOXER 5

Round primrose flowers with almost flat crowns
ringed oranged. Tremendously prolific dwarf. 7". each
60p -10 for £5 • 50 for £20 - 100 for £35.
BUFFAWN 4.5

Tall strong unusual buffy jonquil. Usually two or three
large flowers to a stem, wide in petals and with bold
slightly darker cups. each £5.
HIGH NOTE 5

Sister to Cloud Nine, but whilst Cloud Nine usually
has one flower to a stem, High Note can have one, two
or three with wide flared crowns. Bright lemon with
paler crowns. Strong. 9". each £5 • 3 for £12.
Suzy (page 26)
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JONQUILS - Continued
UNTIE 4.5

high. Almost indecently rapid rate of increase. each

Similar to Bobbysoxer but marginally later and taller.
8". each 60p - 10 for £5 - 50 for £20.

50p • 10 for £3 • 50 for £14 • 100 for £25.
SWEETNESS 4

MOUNTJOY 4-5

Neat velvety deep gold flowers freely produced. Very
flat pointed petals and neat goblet cups. Show and
garden flower. 14". each 40p 10 for E3 - 50 for £12 -100

Large rich golden jonquil with thick velvet texture and
heavily scented. Pointed flat petals and neatly flanged
crowns. each 60p -10 for £5 • 50 for £25 100 for £40.

for £20.

PET FINCH 1.2-3

SUZY 4.5

Very free flowering little dandy, giving crowds of
singly borne blooms. Rounded gold petals and neat
cups of rich tangerine. Earliest jonquil. Increases
rapidly. 12". each £1.50 • 10 for £12 • 50 for £55.

About 20" tall with two or three large flowers. Wide
rich golden petals and wide very shallow crowns of
glowing orange. Heavily perfumed. each 50p 10 for
£3.50 - 50 for £14 • 100 for £25.

PIPIT 4.5

TITTLE-TATTLE 5

Multiheaded with lemon flowers, petals reflexed and
cups that quickly reverse to near pure white. Fast
increaser. 9". each £3 -10 for £20.

One of the latest of yellow kinds. Round petals, deep
primrose, neat cups centred with touch of green.
Prolific. each 50p • 10 for £3 - 50 for £12 • 100 for £20.

QUICKSTEP 5.6

TREVITHIAN 3

Pale creamy flowers, two or three to a stern. 10". Very
fertile. each £15.

Tall all gold jonquil with fine perfume. each 40p - 10 for

SUNDIAL 5

YOUNG IDEA 4.5

Perfect miniature. Golden circle around flat disc
crown. Only 5". Good plant. each 60p 10 for £4 50 for

Rather different. Amongst a cloud of perfume are two
or three neat blooms well posed on strong stems.
Neatly tailored white petals gently reflexed and neat
shallow crowns of primrose. The fresh light feeling of
flowers due to graceful pose, clean colouring and neat
gib. each £10.

£3 • 50 for £12 100 for £20.

£17 • 100 for £30.
SUN DISC 4.5

Gorgeous perfect circle of gold with flat eye. Quite
one of the most perfect of all daffodils. Only about 6"

TAZETTAS

GERANIUM 4

Several rounded white and orange blooms on stiff
stems. Scented. each 35p • 10 for £2.50 - 50 for £11 -100
for £20.

AVALANCHE 2-3

MINNOW 4

A strong stem with a plethora of white and yellow
flowers on the top. Sixteen flowers per stem is by no
means uncommon. The most outstanding tazetta yet
superb on the show bench or in pots. each £2 • 10 for

Tough little dwarf with several little rounded flowers
of white and primrose. 5". each 35p • 10 for £3 - 50 for
£12 - 100 for £18.

£15 - 50 for £60.
BRIDAL CROWN 1.3

Officially this and Cheerfulness kinds are doubles,
but this seems their natural home. Larger and better
than Cheerfulness, comes into bloom earlier. Very
good forced. Several heads to a stem. Scented. each
50p - 10 for £4 50 for £17.50.
CHEERFULNESS 4.5

Several white and cream doubled flowers each 25p
10 for £2 50 for £7 • 100 for £12.
CHINITA 3.4

Tall with rounded flowers of a fetching primrose, the
neat flat eyes rimmed orange red. each 70p • 10 for £6
50 for £25.
CRAGFORD 1

Several white and tangerine blooms very early in the
year. Scented. Used extensively in bowls or forced.
Can be in bloom well before Christmas. each 60p 10
for £4 • 50 for £18 100 for £32.
Minnow
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TAZETTAS — Continued
PAPER WHITE

SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL 4

For indoor use only. 4-6 dainty white fragrant flowers
per stem. Will flower 6-8 weeks after planting. Do not
keep in the dark. each 35p -10 for £3 • 50 for £12.

The largest double tazetta. Several blooms to a stem,
white outside and mixed white and tangerine gold
inside. each 50p -10 for £4 • 40 for £18 • 100 for £35.

SCARLET GEM 3

SOLEIL S'OR 1

Most aptly named variety that will brighten up
anybody's border in the early spring. The bright red
small cup set in bright yellow petals looks exactly like
a small gem-stone set in a ring of gold. Normally 3 or 4
flowers per stem. each 40p -10 for £3 - 50 for £12.50.

Several small gold and tangerine flowers to a stem.
Pots well. each 50p -10 for £4.50 for £15 - 100 for £28.
YELLOW CHEERFULNESS 4.5

Primrose yellow mutant of Cheerfulness. each 25p -10
for £2 - 50 for £7-100 for £12.

POETICUS
DOUBLE WHITE 6

Richly scented, pure white. Flowers later even than
Pheasants Eye. each 40p -10 for £3 - 50 for £12.
FELINDRE 5-6

Very similar to Pheasant Eye without the reflexed
petals. Slightly scented. each 80p • 10 for £6 • 50 for 25.
HELLENICUS 5-6

The genuine little poeticus that has been one of the
main cornerstones in the building of the modern
daffodil family. Wiry stems and very neat little chubby
rounded flowers. White petals tend to reflex, yellow
eye rimmed red. I do not know of any other stock of
this anywhere. Scarce. each £12.
PHEASANTS EYE 6

Genuine old fashioned highly perfumed flower with
white recurving petals and yellow eye rimmed red.
each 40p - 10 for £3 - 50 for £12 • 100 for £22 - 500 for
£100 - 1000 for £175.

Pheasant Eye

SPLIT CORONAS
BROADWAY STAR 3

Large flower with wide white perianths and lobed
coronas laid back like a star, the star being
emphasised by the bright red stripes down the centre
of each lobe. Sturdy and grows well. each 75p - 10 for
£7 - 50 for £30 • 100 for £55.
BURNING HEART. each 75p -10 for £7 • 50 for -30:
CASSATA 3

Large with pure white perianth almost lost behind very
wide flattened corona segments of pale lemon
primrose fading to near white. each £2 • 10 for £15 • 50
for £65 • 100 for £100.
CHANTERELLE 3

New kind which is growing well and provides a lot of
large imposing flowers. Wide cream white petals
behind a spreadeagled split corona of bright sulphur
yellow segments pressing back on the petals. Very
eye catching. each £1 • 10 for £7 • 50 for £30 100 for

Broadway Star

£50.
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SPLIT CORONAS — Continued
CONGRESS 3-4
Brilliant gold and orange flower. Flat perianth virtually
obscured by completely flat split corona centre of
vibrant deep orange. each £4 • 10 for £35 - 50 for £160.
DOLLY MOLLINGER. each 80p • 10 for £7 - 50 for £30
100 for £55.
DR ALEXANDER FLEMING. each 80p - 10 for £7 • 50
for £30.
EGARD. each £1.50 • 10 for £9 - 50 for £42 - 100 for £80.
LEMON BEAUTY 3
Wide white perianth much overlaid by lobed split
corona of white by striped lemon with flashes of
orange. Crown gives starry effect. each 80p • 10 for £6
50 for £25 • 100 for £45.

Chanterelte
MOLS HOBBY. each 80p - 10 for £7 - 50 for £30 100 for
£50.
PAPILLION BLANC. each 50p 10 for £4 50 for £18
100 for £35.
PARISIENN E. each 80p • 10 for £7 50 for £30 - 100 for
£55.
PEARLAX. each £1 10 for £10 • 50 for £45 100 for £85.
VIVARINO 3
Spectacular large flower of mid yellow petals around a
dominant flat split corona of flaming orange that
almost hides the perianth. Quite shocking. each £6 -10
for £40 - 50 for £180 - 100 for £340.
WHITE BUTTERFLY. each 40p 10 for £4 50 for £18
100 for £35.
Tripartite

11Y
TRIPARTITE
5.6 April Tears x Bacarrat.
Late flowering, strong plant with an outstanding rate
of increase and prolific blooming capability. Most of
the 10-12" stems carry two flowers, but it can have
three, secondary stems will usually carry one. The
colour is a uniform shining lemon gold. Petals are of a
good form and texture, the crown is split following
Bacarrat's lead, being heavily lobed and laid back on
the petals, anthers and stigma protruding. The effect
is graceful and utterly pleasing even to those to whom
split corona daffodils are anathemia. It is most
unusual, a unique and magical flower.
The demand is likely to far outstrip our limited
supply. The magnificent rate of increase is the only
reason for the relatively modest price. each £20 - 3 for
£50.
Please order early.
Tete a Tete (page 25)
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OUR 1989 COLLECTIONS
GOLD MEDAL COLLECTION
5 varieties specially chosen for their consistency on the show bench.
GOLDEN AURA, UNIQUE, SALOME, AVALANCHE, ALTRUIST
1 of each catalogue value £12 for £9 — 3 of each for £22.

COTTAGE GARDEN COLLECTIONS
varieties chosen to give a long lasting display in the garden
Collection A
King Alfred
Blarney
Passionale
Pheasant Eye

Collection B
Tahiti
Dove Wings
Gold Medal
Double White
50 of each collection A of B £70

10 of each collection A or B £16

100 of each collection A or B £115
20 of each collection A or B £30
Combined Collection A + B
10 of each £30
20 of each £55
50 of each £125
100 of each £200

SCENTED COLLECTION
5 varieties specially chosen for their scent.
BRIDAL CROWN, GERANIUM, SUZY, SWEETNESS, TREVITHIAN
10 of each catalogue value £16 for £13.50
20 of each £25
50 of each £60
100 of each £100

MINIATURE AND SMALL DAFFODIL COLLECTION
Collection C

Collection D

April Tears

Wee Bee

Hawera

Jenny

Sundisc

Tittle Tattle

Tete-a-Tete

Beryl

5 of each collection C or D £7.50

25 of each collection C or D £30

10 of each collection C or D £12.50

50 of each collection C or D £50

Combined collection C or D
5 of each £14

1

10 of each £23

25 of each £55

50 of each £90

DAFFODILS FOR DRIFTS & NATURALISING
A specially selected mixture of varieties suitable for naturalising in woodlands, lawns,
shrubberies, etc. We can supply already mixed or in separate varieties. In either case there
would be a minimum of five varieties. The basic package is a half hundredweight which
contains approximately 425 bulbs.
each half hundredweight £32.50 inclusive of post and packing
5 half hundredweights £150 inclusive of post and packing
10 half hundredweights £225 inclusive of post and packing
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